Switches from hurdles to chase. Others have achieved more.

**Timeform says:**

Lighrty-rated winner in chases. 16/1 and cheekpieces on for 1st time, below form ninth of 17 in minor event chase at this course (25fl, good). Off 7 months. Makes handicap chase debut. (Forecast 34.00)

**Jockey Colours:** Red & emerald green quartered, royal blue sleeves & cap

9  P31P45  DON'T LET GO  b m Yeats - Mem Orees  7 11 - 2t  R A Doyle (3)  C O'Dwyer  106

**Timeform says:**

Latest win in chase at Kilbeggan in June. 10/1, bit below form fifth of 10 in handicap chase at Kilbeggan (25fl, good to soft) 81 days ago, unable to sustain effort. (Forecast 13.00)

**Jockey Colours:** Royal green & orange hoofed, emerald green cap, white star

10  5P4501  FIVEAFTERMIDNIGHT  b m Getaway - Monanig Lass  6 11 - 0p  S F O'Keefe (5)  P J Rothwell  104

**Timeform says:**

Fair winner at 22fl over hurdles. 20/1 and cheekpieces on for 1st time. career best when winning 12-runner handicap chase at Naas (20fl, soft) 17 days ago, well on top finish. Can make presence felt. (Forecast 7.00)

**Jockey Colours:** Yellow & black diabolo, striped cap

11  722267/  GARRAI PHAINID  b g Waveney - Raspberry Sauce  10 11 - 0  P D Kennedy  S K Ryder  104

**Timeform says:**

Twelfth of 17 in handicap hurdle (33/1) at Thurles (20f, heavy) 5 days ago.

**Jockey Colours:** Emerald green, white disc & sleeves, yellow & red striped cap

12  25324P  ROBIN DE ROOST  b g Robin Des Pres - Back To Roost  9 10 - 2p  D J O'Keeffe  T Gabor  92

**Timeform says:**

Course winner. 9/1, good second of 11 in handicap chase at this course (25fl, soft) 41 days ago. (R6) (Forecast 13.00)

**Jockey Colours:** White & black diamonds, black chevrons on sleeves, white cap, black stars

**TIMEFORM VIEW:** HAlsafarI stepped up on his comeback when fourth at Cork 9 days ago, matching the pick of his hurdles form, and his opening mark in this sphere looks fair. Frankly All Talk and Fiveaftermidnight head the dangers.

**Timeform 1-2-3:**

1: HAlsafarI (4)  
2: FRANKLY ALL TALK (2)  
3: FIVEAFTERMIDNIGHT (10)